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Learn to Play from the
Performing Professionals
594 S. Cleveland Avenue 43081
“Our mission is to provide music education and support services to help individuals achieve their musical goals.”

Call 614.745.1245 Today!!

Don’t text while driving.

stop
Drivers who use handheld devices while driving are four times as
likely to get into crashes serious enough to injure them.
Using a cell phone while driving, even with a hands-free headset,
delays a driver’s reactions as much as having a BAC of .08, the
legal limit.
The age group with the greatest proportion of distracted drivers is
the under-20 age group. 16 percent of all drivers younger than 20
involved in fatal crashes were reported to have been distracted
while driving.

Source: distraction.gov
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Smartphone skirmish

After years of exclusivity with AT&T, Apple's iPhone finally comes to Verizon

By Elise Murray, ´12

S

tudents were excited to hear Apple’s
Jan. 11 announcement that it would
bring a second mobile network
to its popular iPhone: Verizon Wireless.
Customers were able to pre-order the phones
on Feb. 3, and many students received their
pre-orders before Apple’s official release of
the phone on Feb. 10.
Though consumers might think the
Verizon iPhone is the same as the AT&T
version, this is not the case. While the
features and cost of both companies’
iPhones seem to be identical, several subtle
differences make the two phones unique.
Having to deal with changes in companies,
Apple made some changes to the Verizon
iPhone to adapt to its network. For
network coverage, AT&T uses the GSM
standard; however, Apple had to switch
over to the CDMA standard in order to use
the Verizon network.
Also, while the AT&T iPhone has a
faster downloading processer, Verizon
claims to have the most reliable network.
Many people with the original AT&T
iPhone dislike the coverage area and have
been looking for a change.
Junior Preston McKee, who has the
AT&T iPhone, said that one of the worst
features is the spotty service.
“My least favorite part of the AT&T
iPhone is that the service can be very bad in
some places,” McKee said. “And a phone is
pretty much useless without [any] service.”
Not only does Verizon boast of a more

reliable network, but it also advertises its
ability to create Wi-Fi hotspots for its users
through mobile devices on its network.
One of the most buzz-worthy differences
between the two iPhones is not with the
actual phone itself, but with the data plans
offered with which they come. One major
concern of AT&T customers is that the
company does not offer an unlimited data
plan package for new users. Verizon is fixing
that problem.
According to Verizon Wireless, an
unlimited data plan will be offered at $29.99
for the iPhone, as is the case with every other
Verizon smartphone. It remains uncertain
how long such a plan will be available.
Although the two phones have differences
in networks, Wi-Fi connectivity options and
data plans, what consumer opinion really
comes down to is one’s personal preference.
UA students have different views about
which iPhone they think is better. As a loyal
customer, McKee said he plans to stay with
AT&T for now.
“I am not a big fan of Verizon getting the
iPhone because [the iPhone] is pretty much
the face of AT&T,” Mckee said. “AT&T will
have the better iPhone because they have
more experience with it.”
On the other hand, sophomore Zac
Stowe said the iPhone on Verizon will be
superior to the AT&T iPhone because
of the better coverage and network that
Verizon offers.
“Of course I want to get the Verizon
iPhone.” Stowe said. “It is the exact same
as what AT&T has to offer, except Verizon

Photo by Vince camillo

Senior Ben Grindle-deGraaf shows off his new Verizon
iPhone. Grindle-deGraaf was unwilling to switch to
AT&T to get an iPhone, so he was happy when Apple
joined with Verizon Wireless earlier this year.

gives better coverage and reliability.”
The Verizon iPhone may look identical to
the AT&T iPhone, but Verizon promises its
customers that there will be major differences
to improve the iPhone’s already famous
design while still keeping its popular features
known around the globe.
With Apple’s iPhone 5 rumored to be
released this summer, users will have even
more features available and the option of
a redesigned iPhone. For the time being,
they will have to choose between the two
networks offered for the iPhone 4. •

Mock Trial teams advance to regionals

T

hree of the four UA Mock Trial teams advanced to the Ohio Mock Trial
Regional Competition, which was held Feb. 25 in Cleveland, Ohio. In order to
advance, the teams had to win both sides of the case.
At the district competition held Feb. 4, six students earned the Outstanding
Attorney Award: Nicolette Green, Yeri Lee, Nicholas Mehrle, Jessie Sun, Minji
Tang, and Sarah Watson. Six students also won the Outstanding Witness Award:
Naomi Benetar, Jessie Sun, Michael Rogers, David Newhouse, Judith Westwood
and Sarah Watson. •

_______________________________________________________________________
◀ Sophomore Lauren Stechschulte, senior Michael Rogers, junior Nicholas Mehrle,
Abraham Lucey, senior Sarah Watson and senior Jacob Giddens were one of the three UA
Mock Trial teams to advance to the regional competition held in Cleveland.
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PowerSchool problems
leave teachers, students in
the dark at semester’s end
images courtesy TOMS Shoes

By Alison Gilbert, ‘11

O

Students use manufacturer’s incentives to help others
By Journalism II student Aly Gordon, ‘13
miles shine on children’s faces in a
small Argentinian community as
they are each handed a pair of canvas
shoes. Most of the youth in this community, accustomed to living without everyday
necessities, have never even owned a pair
of shoes.
Now, admiring their new, canvas-clad
feet, the children look to the people who
gave them their first pair of shoes. These
Americans, motivated by the principle of
giving back, work for TOMS Shoes.
Founded in 2006 by Blake Mycoskie,
TOMS Shoes is an American company that
is dedicated to helping those less fortunate.
TOMS’ motto “One for One” embodies
the company’s unique mission: Providing
shoes for children facing poverty.
According to the company website,
“TOMS Shoes was founded on a simple
premise: With every pair you purchase,
TOMS will give a pair of new shoes
to a child in need. One for One.
Using the purchasing power of
individuals to benefit the greater
good is what we’re all about.”
The shoes have become
popular with many students,
including sophomore Tara Weixel.
“I first noticed people wearing them
[late fall] last year,” said Weixel, looking
down at her grey, canvas TOMS. “But this
year, they’ve gotten really popular.”
However, some wonder what spurred
the shoe’s sudden popularity: Why now?
According to Josh Quinn, owner of Tigertree, a local TOMS retailer in the Short
North, the brand gained popularity when
AT&T broadcast a commercial featuring
the founder, Blake Mycoskie. Advertising
arlingtonian

not only AT&T’s latest smartphone but
also Blake’s brand, this commercial sparked
the interest of many.
“After the commercial aired, we went
from selling one pair a week to four-to-five
a day,” Quinn said.
Celebrities have also been instrumental
in increasing awareness of the brand and its
mission among students, such as sophomore Abby Newlon.
“I first heard about TOMS when I saw
Britney Spears wearing them on the news,”
Newlon said. “I wasn’t sure what they
were—so I looked them up and read about
the cause.”
Aside from the charitable aspect of
TOMS, many have fallen in love with the
simple, yet chic look of the shoe. There are
a number of different styles: Corduroys,
Cordones, the classic canvas—anything
you can possibly imagine. Comfort, also
important among consumers, is certainly
present in these shoes, sophomore Sydney
Latas said.
“I was actually surprised at how
comfortable they are,” Latas
said. “They stretch, so you
may want to buy a smaller
size.
As warmer weather approaches and winter boots are
once again relegated to the back
of the closet, TOMS are expected to reemerge in even higher numbers this spring.
With prices ranging from $48 to $69, the
shoes aren’t cheap, but students such as
sophomore Malone Ryan like knowing
they’re helping those less fortunate with
each purchase.
“Even though I would be spending a lot
for a pair of shoes,” Ryan said, “I’d know
my money was helping others.” •
march 2, 2011

n Friday Jan. 7, the district’s online
grading portal crashed.
PowerSchool, which the district
uses as a virtual grade book for teachers to
post scores, allows students and parents to
view students’ grades from home. Hundreds
of teachers and thousands of students were
left without a way to check or enter grades
for several days after the crash.
Audio visual specialist Frank Tuttle
explained that a server failure was at the
root of the issue.
“It was a catastrophic failure of the server,”
Tuttle said. “Essentially, the computer just died.”
While PowerSchool’s failure was caused
by a server crash in early January, the problem
began days earlier. Jeff Collett, the district’s
Director of Operational Technology, explained
that the situation began over winter break
when the school was forced to shift from
a Macintosh to an HP server. The switch
was prompted when Pearson, the software
company that supports PowerSchool,
discontinued its support of Macintosh servers.
“We voiced our concern [to the company],”
Collett said. “Switching like that, in the middle
of the school year, led to some difficulties.”
After the conversion, the new system
was rigorously tested and appeared to be
working fine; however, when over 1,000
users logged on Jan. 7 to check or update
grades, the server crashed.
“We’re not sure what caused the crash,
whether it was a performance issue or
stability issue,” Collett said.
Some teachers lost a significant portion
of grades entered during the time period
between the new server implementation
and its crash. Language arts teacher Corrie
Kentner said she had to re-enter grades
after the crash.
“I also keep a paper grading book,” Kentner
said. “I just had to re-enter them in later.”
Senior Yeri Lee said the crash was not a
significant problem for students.
“The only annoying thing was, if I was
gone from class and wanted to see what I’d
missed, I wasn’t able to,” Lee said.
By Thursday Jan. 13, PowerSchool was
back up. Collett explained that after several
late nights, the server and program were
restored. They have been running smoothly
ever since.
“So far, it’s rock solid,” Collett said. •
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healthy snacks
Seeking a
healthy snack
that you
can savor?
Try these
delectable,
nutritious
choices.

strawberry smoothie

ingredients
1 cup frozen strawberries
3/4 cup plain yogurt
1/2 cup orange juice
1 tablespoon honey
directions
1. Place the strawberries, yogurt, orange juice and honey
in a blender.
2. Blend until smooth and frothy.

ingredients
3-1/2 cups Quaker oats
2/3 cup sliced almonds
1/2 cup maple syrup
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 pinch kosher salt
1 cup dried fruit

homemade granola

directions
1. Heat oven to 350°
2. Combine the oats and almonds with the maple syrup, oil,
and salt, and then spread on baking sheet.
3. Bake for 25-to-30 minutes or until golden. Top with fruit.
ingredients
2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
2 medium-sized sweet potatoes
A pinch of salt

sweet potato fries

directions
1. Heat oven to 500º.
2. Slice sweet potatoes into long pieces.
3. Pour oil on to a baking pan, add the sweet potatoes and
mix. Arrange the slices on the pan and sprinkle with salt.
Roast for 20 minutes.
4. Add salt as needed.

asparagus dip

ingredients
12 asparagus spears, trimmed and coarsely chopped
1/4 cup mild salsa
1/2 tablespoon chopped cilantro
1 cloves garlic
2 onions, sliced
directions
1. Place the asparagus in a pot with enough water to
cover. Bring to a boil and cook 5 minutes, until tender.
2. Place the asparagus, salsa, cilantro, garlic and green
onions in a food processor or blender and process.
3. Refrigerate until chilled.

By Alison Gilbert, '11 &
Victoria Slater, '12

Photos by alison gilbert and victoria slater
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Though a social activity for many students,
March Madness pools can cause a lifetime gambling
addiction for some. So where do you draw the line?
By Kristy Helscel ‘11 & Parijat Jha ‘11

S

enior Jack Bowman watches
a game in the 2010 NCAA
tournament, eagerly hoping his
team will pull through with a last-minute
3-point shot. Although his favorite team,
the Ohio State Buckeyes, is already out
of the tournament, he is rooting for this
year’s Cinderella team—the underdogs—
the Northern Iowa Panthers. After an
impressive victory over top-ranked Kansas,
the Panthers look to surprise again.
For many, the outcome of this game
means more than a loss. As the ball is

arlingtonian

thrown into the air, fans not only wait
in awe in the arena, but also in front of
millions of computers and TV screens
across America.
In the 2010 Final Four Championship
game, No. 1 powerhouse Duke
University defeated underdog Butler
University with a slim, 2-point lead.
Each year, teams have the chance to
face off against schools they would
not normally play during their regular
season. Buzzer beaters, surprising
victories and last-minute 3-point shots

march 2, 2011

are commonplace in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association men’s
basketball tournament, commonly
known as March Madness.
The 2011 tournament includes 68
teams and ultimately determines the year’s
national champions of college basketball.
This year’s tournament games begin
March 16 and run through April 4. The
Final Four games will be held in Houston,
Texas. March Madness has become part of
an American tradition that sends millions
of sports fans into a frenzy, with more

7

than $6 billion wagered on the NCAA
tournament through office pools, online
sports books and street corner bookies.
The Final Four games alone will generate
about $2.25 billion in bets, according to
USA Today writer Michael McCarthy.
The NCAA estimates 1 in 10 Americans
fill in a bracket for March Madness. The
monthlong intercollegiate basketball
tournament is even in the running to
displace the Super Bowl as America’s
number one sports-wagering event.
Like many teens today, Bowman
participates in March Madness pools as a
leisure activity and to socialize with friends.
Despite such innocuous intentions, bets
such as this may be the beginning of a life
of uncontrollable gambling—and they have
been for 10 percent of teens who engage in
such bets. Reece Middleton, the executive
director of the Louisiana Association on
Compulsive Gambling, wrote in an article
on the website of the Indiana Problem
Gambling Awareness Program that March
Madness is a major factor leading to
uncontrollable gambling for some teens.
But Bowman’s gambling career did
not start with betting on sporting events;
instead, he started betting online in poker
games. Bowman said gambling on poker is
popular among teens, a truth he attributes
to the Internet and to ESPN’s coverage of
the World Series of Poker.
“With the Internet now, the ability to
gamble is so much easier,” he said.
According to the National Council
on Problem Gambling, teens’ fondness
with gambling can be attributed to how
comfortable the younger generation is with
technology, specifically the Internet, a place
where gambling flourishes.
With greater accessibility to the
Internet and online pools in the run-up
to March Madness, a time when students
are placed in a situation where gambling
seems like the popular thing to do, such
an environment may be conducive to
the beginning of an unhealthy habit, or
a return to a once-defeated compulsion,
according to the NCPG.
Betting on the ball
Though the match-ups will not be
announced until March 14, many students
are already planning their pools and team
picks for this year’s tournament.
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Beating the Brackets:
Midwest

Skip all of the middle rounds, and
go to your title game. Here’s where
you want to pick a mild upset.
Pick either the third- or fourthranked No. 1 seed, or the first- or
second-ranked No. 2 seed to be your
champion . Steer clear of the overall
No. 1 and No. 2 team .

2

West
People tend to pick upsets early and go
conservative in the Final Four. If you’re
in a big a pool , you should do the
exact opposite.
Freshman Andi Norman does not
gamble in the tournament, but she is
entertained and familiar with the pool her
brother holds during March.
“My brother
A.J. [hosts] a pool
with a lot of people.
Last year the winner
received around
$300,” Norman said.
“Family, friends,
everyone loves
making a bracket
because the winner
gets so much money.”
Junior
According to
Norman, another
part that enthralls many fans is picking
teams for their brackets. With 68 teams
this year, up three from the previous year,
it becomes nearly impossible to successfully

4

predict the outcome from the beginning;
picking lower ranked teams and making
multiple brackets becomes common.
Norman also explained that being a
member of the UA
girls basketball team
plays a big part in
her attraction to
March Madness.
“Although it is a
fun experience for
everyone. I think
some girls, or people
in general, may
give it a chance
Polina Brodsky not
because they are not
around it as much,”
she said. “Having knowledge of basketball
makes it that much more fun.”
Sophomore Chandler Cole said he is also
anticipating the tournament and his annual

“[The tournament] is more
of a friendly competition
between fans. But [students]
have to draw the line, and
really serious gambling is
taking it too far.”
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A si
som

imple strategy—such as the one below—can help
me claim bragging rights over their buddies this March

East
1
Fill in the No. 1 seeds to win
in the first round, because
in the 25 years since the
tournament expanded to 65
teams, no No. 1 seed has ever
lost to a No. 16.

Being a participant in tournament
gambling is clearly forbidden. Principal
Kip Greenhill did not have a problem with
March Madness gambling in the past, but
when stakes started to rise different steps
were taken.
“I have no issue with putting a few
dollars on a game, but when pools started
getting to $600, $700, we had to put it to a
stop,” Greenhill said. “There is just no way
we can put a cap on how much students can
bet, so we have to stop it altogether.”
Greenhill also stated that teachers have
to be the ones who lead by example and not
have pools in school themselves. Greenhill
himself does not participate in pools.
Norman has similar views as Greenhill
on March Madness and gambling.
“I don’t think it has to be a problem,”
Norman said. “I think you can make it
whatever you want to, but if it becomes a
problem and you are not doing it just for
fun you probably need to stop.”
Drawing the line

Gambling in March Madness pools,
however, cannot simply be dismissed as a
leisure activity. According to Cole, NCAA
tournament gambling has a sure-fire
Games between 8 and 9 seeds usually
chance of becoming an addiction for some,
are pretty close to even odds, as are 7
especially for teens. Similar rules apply to
and 10 games. Look at previous scores, 3
poker playing, as well.
listen to sports analyst or simply pick
Bowman, who is 18 and thus legally
the higher ranked team .
logo images courtesy freevector
allowed
to wager money, began gambling
source: CBS moneywatch.com
in online poker games about a year ago.
Bowman’s enjoyment with poker began
family pool, which his family has been
competition between fans,” Brodsky said.
in elementary school when he would play
hosting since Cole was in elementary school. “But [students] have to draw the line, and
with friends at recess; his gaming activities
“My family does March Madness every
really serious gambling is taking it too far.”
then turned to the Internet after viewing
year and the winner gets [his or her] name
Although most of the pools are merely
an ad for an online casino.
on a plaque, a $2 bill, and an item usually
friendly competition, some students,
“I started about a year ago. [The
from the random bin at CVS,” Cole said.
along with UAHS’ policy on
m
a
b
g
“We don’t bet; it’s just really competitive
l
r
gambling, do not agree with the
e
d o pros] were [that] I used my poker
eve
and sometimes it starts a family fight. My
n money to buy Christmas
gambling activity that takes
u
o
presents, and I really
sister has won the past three years and I say place during March.
Yes, more
Yes, for than $20
enjoyed playing poker.
it’s a fluke, but we all have the same chance
“Gambling, or
$11-20
[The cons] were [that]
of winning—but a better chance of losing.” assisting others to
at first I wasn’t making
Cole said his family’s tradition of
gamble, regardless of
money,” he said. “I kept
No
creating a bracket for the tournament
the monetary value of
Yes, for
losing money and tried
has good intentions and is mostly for fun
the stakes, either on
$1-10
to win it back.”
between friends.
school grounds or in
Despite losses,
Junior Polina Brodsky, on the other
a manner that affects
Bowman said he has made
hand, does not participate in March
the school,” is grounds
more money than he has spent.
Madness at all. Despite this, she said she
for “discipline, suspension,
“I only play for small stakes,
does not believe it has a negative impact
emergency removal or expulsion,”
like tournaments where the ‘buyon students either.
states the Students’ Rights and Responsibilities
in’ is $3, but first place can win around
“[The tournament] is more of a friendly Handbook for Upper Arlington Schools.
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Q: How will your view change of March
Madness gambling as a collegiate
basketball player next year?
Sullivan: If I’m in it I won’t fill out
a bracket; it would be weird. I’m
definitely not gambling.
Q: What do you think of filling out
brackets now? How do you
participate?
Sullivan: Big fan of it, I don’t gamble
much but I’ll put money in one pool,
$5, but I’ll make 10 brackets total, the
rest with no money.
Q: What is your favorite part about
March Madness?
Sullivan: I like little teams, picking
upsets and the underdogs.
Q: Do you think it is wrong to put
money on games? What do you think
of the rules?
Sullivan: It’s smart to have the rules,
that way there is no chance of athletes
or referees blowing games.
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represent. We do not want our games
Bowman said he became more
or our players used as gambling bait…
disciplined once school started. He
College students…have for a decade
understands why students gamble, but
been the fastest growing segment of the
he is aware that gambling can develop
gambling population even without the
into a dangerous habit.
help of the Internet.”
Gambling at an early age can have
serious consequences. According to the
More than just a game
National Council on Problem Gambling,
compulsive or pathological gambling,
characterized as a mental disorder, has
If those involved in the game—
athletes, coaches, or referees—happen
elements of addiction similar to alcohol
to become influenced by their gambling
and substance abuse, and about one
interests, the pressures of social betting
percent of U.S. adults—2.3 million
around them or the push of
people—are considered
layed poker f
to be pathological
p
or large sums of money on the
ou
outcome of an athletic
gamblers. Those who
More
event, they may be
have succumbed
Twice than
induced to throw the
to addiction
twice
game, Rogers said.
may experience
Once
On Aug. 15, 2007,
irritability when
Tim Donaghy, a
they attempt to
None
stop, and they may
referee in the National
Basketball Association,
continue gambling
pleaded guilty and was
behavior despite
suspended from reffing
serious, financial, social
after he was caught betting
and legal consequences.
on games for which he was
In teens, sports gambling
refereeing. This could mean that the
in particular can have detrimental
consequences. According to the National games are not being decided by players’
athletic abilities. For allegedly fixing a
Institute of Mental Health, the fastest
game, Donaghy not only was suspended
growing addiction among high school
and college students is problem gambling by the league, but also sentenced to 15
months in prision.
with 7 percent—1.3 million teens—
The opportunities to cheat for athletes
addicted to gambling. Teens are nearly
and referees are endless, from offline
two and a half times as likely to become
shots on the court to incorrect calls
compulsive gamblers as adults, and
by officials. Sports wagering not only
suicide rates are twice as high among
threatens the very idea of competitive
teenagers with gambling problems.
“For every college kid who derives
athletics and fair play, but also the
nothing but entertainment from his
social health of those who participate in
betting, there is another who cons
gambling over the tournament.
In an article on WebMD entitled, “For
his parents to get money to cover his
Teens, Gambling Could be a Bad Bet,” by
gambling losses, another who becomes
so consumed with being that he tosses
Kathy Bunch, Jeff Derevensky, a professor
of child psychology and a psychiatrist at
away an education and another who
McGill University in Montreal, said he
plunges into gambling addiction,” said
Arne Wexler, a New Jersey anti-gambling along with other researchers agree that
expert quoted by Rex Rogers, the
teens, by nature, are risk-takers, and
chairman of the National Association
young people are more prone to suffer
from low self-esteem and depression.
of Intercollegiate Athletics, in “Sports
However, unlike alcoholics, drug abusers
Wagering Threatens March Madness.”
“It is far from harmless recreation.”
or those suffering from depression,
compulsive teen gamblers are often
Rogers then referenced Jeff Pash,
outgoing, athletic and all-around good
executive vice president of the NFL,
students, Derevensky said.
who told a congressional committee
The signs of a compulsive gambling
that “sports gambling breeds corruption
addiction are vague and difficult to
and undermines the values our games

m

$100,” he said. “I’ve also made a good
amount outside of online poker.”
To Bowman and others, the appeal of
gambling is the idea of having something,
usually money, up for grabs.
“Computer programs allow you to track
your money, but gambling without money
is fun, as well,” he said. “[However],
gambling on something makes the game
more fun because, you’re more personally
invested in the game.”
Although, Bowman enjoys gambling
in online poker games, he said he does not
enjoy gambling in March Madness pools as
much because he does not feel as in control.
“I don’t feel I have much control over the
outcome compared to poker,” Bowman said.
“But gambling still makes the game more
enjoyable to watch because you’re more
affected by the outcome of the game.”
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diagnose, but according to Tim Ottemen’s
report in his article, “NCAA March
Madness Can Cause Lifetime Gambling
Problems,” in U.S. News, four of 14
sports gambling college students who
he interviewed who were running
bookmaking operations indicated
that they began wagering on sports by
By Mark Finneran, ´11
completing an NCAA tournament bracket
or buying a Super Bowl square when they
a game neither of you have any stake in
sk any teacher or student you’d
were teenagers.
deciding. For a few weeks there, March
like— they’ll all give you the same
Such findings suggest that completing
Madness takes over
answer.
an NCAA tournament bracket may be a
the psyche of the
Third quarter
entire community in
gateway to participation in more pools
has become
a such a way that you
notorious for
with higher stakes and more dangerous
begin to forget it’s
poor
academic
forms of sports gambling or gambling
still third quarter, and
performance,
in general, both of which can hold
that you’re supposed
and it’s not hard
detrimental consequences. Studies show
to be miserable. What
to see why.
as a gambling addiction worsens, students’
else could you ask for
The promise of
schoolwork may deteriorate, relationships
in March?
summer (the last
may be lost, and the student may begin to
For the fist timers
defense between
lie and steal regularly.
out there, here’s a
a student and
pro-tip: The most
Despite the odds and consequences,
hopelessness)
important part of
feels like a cruel
students continue to submit their team
the
whole
process comes
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Tournament time

Senior reflects on March Madness experience,
a highlight of third quarter and spring break
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There’s nothing like
seeing a group of college
kids come together with
a common dream, then
pursue it with the passion
and exuberance that you
just don’t see in the pros.

ck

you place y
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make the process possible.
There’s nothing like seeing
a group of college kids come
together with a common
dream, then pursue it with
the passion and exuberance that
you just don’t see in the pros. But in the
end, what I remember most about March
Madness isn’t a buzzer-beating shot or a
fantastical comeback to advance to the
Final Four. It’s sitting in class and having
your classmate shout out the score of the
last game, to a mixed chorus of cheers
and boos. Or huddling around the TV with
your friends, endlessly trash talking about

somewhere between the two extremes,
using my background knowledge where
available but ultimately going with my
gut and picking a few big upsets. This
casual attitude, however, is a luxury I
can afford solely because in the end it
doesn’t really matter. I’m just filling out
my bracket for fun. To those who choose
to bet on their picks, I would suggest
putting a little more effort into it. But
remember that your bet should only add
to the fun of March Madness, not make
the experience stressful. Trust me, school
will provide you with plenty of things to
worry about already. •

Source: Voluntary Feb. 1 Arlingtonian survey of 100 students
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Suit up for spring
As the snow melts and the sun starts to come out, students have to change their wardrobes
to match changing temperatures. Below are a few sartorial suggestions for the gents:
By Corey McMahon & Will Seymour, ´11
Sunglasses: The Ray Ban Clubmasters are a slick,
classic alternative to the Wayfarers, which it seems
everyone is sporting these days. At $145, they are
definitely an investment, but they will more than
make up for it in style and longevity.

Hat: A warm, but still lightweight beanie, Neff brings yet another hat to
their collection. Available in 17 different colors, this hat is sure to keep
your style fresh and at $10 it won’t break the bank.
courtesy ray ban

Jacket: The Alford jacket from
Penfield is awesome, but a bit pricey
at $180. If you want the real thing,
go for it. If it’s too much, many
companies have similar jackets. Gap
has a shorter, more rugged-looking
jacket for just under
$90.

Watch: The Timex
courtesy timex
Camper is a simple
watch with a rugged aesthetic. The
best part: its price. $35 new on the
Timex website and even cheaper on
eBay.

Photo courtesy penfield

Shirt: There’s no reason not to have
a couple oxford cloth button-down
shirts in your closet. They come in
pretty much any color and everyone
makes one. If you’re comfortable
with it, get a slim fit one to avoid
looking “poofy” around the hips.

courtesy Oakley
courtesty neff

Sunglasses: Looking for something
other than Ray Bans, with the same
style as the Wayfarer? Oakley has
re-released their “Frogskins.” The
$160 shades are limited edition,
so check them out before they’re
gone for good.
Jacket: Throw on the Burton UK
jacket on a windy or rainy day.
The jacket has three outer pockets
courtesy Burton
and one inner pocket. It is usually
only $70, this jacket is in high demand, so
T-shirt: Simple shirt, simple design. This
get it while it lasts.
T-shirt is good for layering and simple
enough to go with a lot of outfits. For
only $20 it comes in a ton of different
Watch: The Quatro
colors and is sure to go with anything.
($149) is a good

durable watch which
brings tons of style
for a reasonably
inespensive price. Easy
to dress up or dress down, the only
downside is that it can sometimes
be difficult to read.
courtesy
Nixon

courtesy j. crew

Pants: The classic pants for all seasons are
chinos. Regular colors are great, like the
gray shown here, but spring is an especially
appealing time to opt for color. Think blue,
green or red. A good, relatively inexpensive
option at $40 comes from Lands’ End. Go for a
slimmer fit, but not tight. And no pleats.

courtesy Volcom

Pants: A straight fit jean with a dark wash,
these jeans are sure to last. At $37, the 557s
are among Levi’s cheapest, but still keep you
looking good.

Shoes: Suede bucks are awesome. If you want
to look like a ’60s businessman vacationing in
Martha’s Vineyard, get a pair and wear them
sans socks. There are a wide variety of choices
and prices; those shown sell for $168 at J. Crew.

courtesy nike

courtesy lands’ end
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Shoes: A boat-style shoe with a skate
influence, the Janoski isn’t too expensive
(between $50 and $80) and comes in a
couple different colorways. Our favorite?
Black and Mint (or “Tiffany’s”).
courtesy j. crew
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Refashioning the fable
Author introduces book of outragous stories directed toward older audience
By Bo Fisher, ´11

I

n David Sedaris’ droll and twisted world of
perverted Macy’s department store Christmas
elves, necrophilia and white-trash babysitters,
it is only realistic that chipmunks and ducks are
racists, mice are alcoholics and arsonists, and asskissing baboons work in nail salons grooming
snobby cats. In Squirrel seeks chipmunk, his latest
collection of short stories, Sedaris showcases
humanity in its most revealing, most naked
state. Only this time around Sedaris conveys the
prejudices, fears and sexual situations that plague
the human mind through the voices of animals.
With sixteen fables of animals acting out
the daily routines and lives of humans beings,
Sedaris triggers every emotion. They will make
you laugh; they will make you cry; they will make
your insides turn with a feeling of utter disgust.
While a decent majority of the stories end in
a heart-breaking manner or a dark irony, a few
stories manage to hold the off-beat hilarity of
Sedaris with which his readers are most familiar.
In the story, "The toad, the turtle and the duck,"
three animals wait tediously in line at a complaint
department while the service representative, a
black snake, hisses irritably behind her desk.
The turtle, who had a confrontation with
the black snake earlier, tells the story to the
others. According to the turtle, the black snake
asked him for two forms, something that
was required for all reptiles. When the turtle
explained to her that he was not a reptile, but
an amphibian, she put it simply:
"Same difference."
Enraged with the ignorance of the black
snake, the three animals continue to bicker.
Their friendly conversation, though, soon takes
a turn for the worst as each animal begins
offering up suggestions how to go about taking
gruesome revenge on the black snake.

With each animal seeming to enjoy his or
her frustration-driven fantasy, the duck takes
things just a little too far. The toad and the turtle
are immediately turned off when the duck
suggests that they should shove an oversized
watermelon covered in feces down the black
snake's throat.
Assuming the duck chose a watermelon
for the black snake because he is a racist, the
misunderstood duck stomps off in the middle
of his interrogation. As he walks away, the turtle
and the toad converse on how they "hate those
kind of people."
Accompanied by the vivid illustrations
of Ian Falconer, the author of the bestselling
children’s book Olivia, Squirrel seeks chipmunk
can be mistaken as a book suitable for a child. It
is apparent though, that Sedaris and Falconer's
mission was to do just that: throw us off with
every turn of the page. The unpredictability of
this ironic series of stories does not let readers
balance themselves; they are constantly
shocked with every other image, every ending
a twist of karma.
On one page you will be warmed by the
adorable illustration of a chipmunk holding the
hand of a squirrel over a candle-lit dinner, tears in
the eyes of the endearing rodents who seem to
have found true love. A story later you may find
yourself repulsed by the savage illustration of a
bear, bruised and bloodied and weeping from
her hollow eyes. With a muzzled mouth, legs
shackled and wearing
an orange dress,
she dances wearily
for an audience
brought in by her
human owner.
The illustration

will leave a feeling
of pity in the reader
stomaches as they
soon forget they are
crying for a bear.
“Now the bear
travels from village
to village,” the
passage reads beside
the illustration. “Her
jaws are sunken,
her gums swollen
Grade: Awith the abscesses
left by broken
teeth, and between the disfigurement and the
muzzle, it’s nearly impossible to catch what
she’s saying. Always, though, while tripping and
stumbling to the music, she looks out into her
audience and tells the story about her mother.
Most people laugh and yell for her to lift her
skirts, but every so often she’ll spot someone
weeping and swear they can understand her
every word.”
In 160 pages, David Sedaris has done
something very bizarre and it does not have to do
with the surreal imagery of sidekick Ian Falconer.
The staggering realization that comes shortly
after reading Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk is Sedaris’
true understanding of mankind at all stages,
the pleasing and the unbearable. Sedaris lovers
already knew of that ability though, with his books
such as Holidays on Ice and When You’re Engulfed in
Flames. The difference here is the fact that Sedaris
can take such a one-dimensional being, like an
animal, and give it the personality and the stresses
of a human. He can make us forget that we are
reading about ducks, rabbits and storks and leaves
the reader to reflect on human nature and how
we interact with one another. •

Courtesy ian falconer
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Without grades... what then?

P

ower school was down for a
week or two and all hell broke
loose. People freaked out. To
the average student, the issue might
not have even registered. But I
remember kids in a few of my classes
discussing the failings of power school
like it was a natural disaster. They acted
like grade-checking fiends, as if they
were compulsively compelled to check
power school at every second of every
day, and when power school was shut
By Evan Smith, ´11
down for all of a week or two they
were about to have a serious nervous breakdown.
That being said, I have a question I’d like to pose to all the kids in
this school who were legitimately upset when power school went down,
and that question is: What would you do without grades?
I want you to seriously think about it. I want you to consider how
you personally judge yourself. Do you base your sense of self worth on
the grades you get? Do you, without realizing it, look down on people
who do poorly in school? Do you dismiss these people as slackers,
idiots, stoners, bros, etc? Do you realize that a grade is just a letter, a
series of points tabulated by a teacher who probably does not care about
your grades, but who instead wants to teach you something?
The way school is set up now is so deranged. I understand why we

EIGHTin

Eight students respond to a question in eight words

Taylor Swift
Mia Hamm
Katie Smith
Candace Parker
Freshman
Andi Norman

Snooki Polizzi
Kourtney Kardashian
Antoine Vermette
Lil' Wayne
Sophomore
Elyse Green

Chuck Norris
Louie Vito
Snoop Dogg
Marshall Mathers
Freshman
Jaedon  Nauriyal
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give out grades. I doubt there is any better way. But still, the current
system only creates an environment in which those who are competitive
in school are bred into little intellectual gremlins, and the rest of the
population is left even more unmotivated. The common stereotype of
the innocent nerd getting pushed around by the jocks seems to have
been replaced by the pretentious nerd who views his or herself as better
than everyone else, and therefore entitled to judge and ridicule those
below them on the grade-getting scale. Those who don’t care much
for school,care even less. In-groups and out-groups form, mutual
hatred ensues. Chasms develop between the two groups that are often
impossible to traverse.
In a school where race is almost a non-issue, where sexual preferences
are for the most part respected, there is now a prejudice that is based
entirely on grades. The very same student who writes an AP Literature
essay on the stultifying effects of religious discrimination in James
Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man then proceeds to act in a
discriminatory manner towards his very own classmates. Why? Because
that other kid is a lazy, annoying, dumb slacker. What else could follow
but hatred in return?
I say this knowing full well I have my own prejudices, which I won’t
go into here. My only point is that, when we all finally graduate from
college and go out into the world, that prejudice, which is now based
on grades, is going to shift its focus. If we don’t sit down and attempt
to stop this now, discrimination may find a new target—whether it be
based upon salary, family status, job title, or whatever else—and history
will repeat itself. If you are smart enough to analytically track the
history of prejudicial conflict in 20th century America, shouldn’t you
also be able to track the history of prejudice within yourself? •

If you could choose four people with whom
you could trade lives, whom would you choose?
Andy Samberg
Jack Johnson
Santa
Waka Flocka Flame

Shawn White
Wiz Khalifa
Derek Vincent Smith
Ronaldinho
Sophomore
Brent Savane
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Adriane Ghidotti
Kate Middleton
Natalie Portman
Michelle Obama

Senior
Anna Walley

Junior
Erin Steen
Mark Zuckerberg
Katt
Williams
Indiana Jones
Buggs Bunny

Junior
Cam Hood

Lebron
Joel Zimmerman
(Deadmau5)
Pauly D
Nicki Minaj
Senior
Cody Palmer
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March Madness pools are harmless fun for most
Staff Editorial

M

arch Madness is coming up, and with it
the inevitable bracket-making process
begins and gambling pools are established.
What proceeds is essentially a yearly tradition
of gambling, a celebration of a vice which
has destroyed lives, uprooted families and
spawned worldwide support groups for
those afflicted with gambling addiction.
But gambling is fun, to a degree. And
just because you decide to make a March
Madness bracket doesn’t mean you are a
compulsive gambler, nor at any particular
risk of becoming one. So, in the instance of

gambling, a line must be drawn—one that
separates harmful gambling from playful
gambling, the evil from the fun.
In regards to wagering made during March
Madness, gambling is not necessarily harmful,
but merely a way by which one can further
invest oneself into the fun of the tournament.
As we see it, the main difference between
compulsive, detrimental gambling and
harmless gambling during March Madness
can be seen in both the environment and
motivation behind each circumstance. If we
are to define gambling in a harmful sense,
then we should see it from a predatory sense.
This form of gambling must merit a malicious

intent, an evil that is set upon destroying the
user—a scheme in which a predator is set
upon eating its prey. This is not the case with
March Madness pools, which are created
between friends for mutual fun.
Therefore, the treatment of the betting
pools that arise during March Madness
in the same manner as harmful gambling
does not make sense. Participating in a
bracket pool amounts to harmless fun. In
fact, many teachers participate in the annual
sports ritual. It would be nice if the school
acknowledged this difference and refrained
from penalizing those who might be caught
participating in this friendly competition. •

You can’t have your team and eat it, too

O

f all the immortal sports archetypes that
have existed since the dawn of sporting
history—the powerful defending
champion; the small, weak underdog; the
wizened, old coach—one has always been the
most annoying: the stupid fan who tries to root
for multiple teams to increase his or her chances
of picking the winner.
It’s a gutsy move—and rightfully so. Picking
multiple teams is a cowardly route for someone
afraid to see their chances of backing the top team
fall flat on the hinge of a last second field goal or
buzzer beater. Under normal circumstances, such
behavior is frowned upon which, for the most
part, deters would-be perpetrators.
But once a year, during one of the most
hallowed moments in sports, some permit
such weak actions. I speak, of course, of March
Madness, the annual tournament to determine
the nations best collegiate basketball team and the
event at the center of this issue’s spotlight.
Those who would corrupt a glorious
sporting event get away with this quite simply
actually. They claim that they aren’t rooting for
two teams, but they are rooting for one and
supporting another because “it is who they
picked in their bracket.”
This is a new kind of lame, and proper sports
Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published approximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at Upper Arlington
High School. The publication has been established as a public forum for
student expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to its audience.
It will not be reviewed or restrained by school officials prior to publication
or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the editorial board,
which consists of the staff’s top editors, will determine the content of the
newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore, material may not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies of Upper Arlington school officials.
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fans everywhere should scold such an attitude.
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